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The Future: Let’s Create it
TODAY!

What Should Your Overhead Mark-Up Include?

By George Hedley

Many contractors don’t know their exact job

Track your job costs!

and maintenance when not working on jobs during

When the impact of the recession hit in

design as well as trying to out-promote steel in the

costs, equipment costs, overhead budget

To make more money, you must track and keep

downtime or slow times.

2009, we were faced with the challenge of

marketplace. However, steel remains the most du-

surviving. Now, as the economy continues to re-

rable, sustainable and resilient construction framing

and how much profit they should make.

updated accurate job costs. At the completion of

Without an understanding of your numbers, working

Overhead must NOT include items used to

each project you must be able to review results to

build projects in the field and should be included in

cover, we find ourselves faced with an even greater

option, and the more we promote its attributes to

hard in a financial vacuum keeps you busy and broke

see if your bid was accurate and made any money.

your bid estimate and charged to job costs includ-

challenge—positioning metal buildings as the first-

owners and developers, the more they’ll understand

instead of productive and profitable.

Therefore, job costs must include every expense it

ing: project manager, superintendent, foremen, field

choice construction solution. Too many groups of

why steel is usually the logical choice.

takes to build projects including project management,

crews and all of the field labor burden expenses and

key influencers, such as architects, engineers and

To bid projects successfully, you first need to
know what it takes to cover your annual overhead.

• The rising cost of steel might seem a disadvan-

tage when compared to other materials; however,

supervision, labor burden, equipment and insurance.

insurance costs; all field vehicles, field equipment

insurance agencies, do not recognize the positive

When I ask contractors what their yearly overhead

Without jobs under construction, you won’t spend

expenses and small tools used in the construction

impact and benefits that our products provide. This

the cost of all construction materials is rising and we

is, they often answer 10 or 15 percent. Overhead

money on these items and therefore these must be

of projects; and liability insurance premiums based

constrains the metal building system industry’s op-

need to help educate clients so they will focus on

is not a percentage of costs or sales. Your over-

a part of your job costs. When you job charge every

on job expenses and costs.

portunity to grow.

value, sustainability and resilience over price.

head is a fixed amount of money covering every

field expense and remove them from your overhead

What’s Good about Today?

ues to grow, finding and retaining the talent neces-

General conditions costs include field ex-

• As activity in the construction industry contin-

expense it takes for your company to stay open

costs, your overhead will be accurate and as low

penses required to manage, supervise, coordinate

and do business during the year without any jobs

as possible. This will also make your job costs, field

and run your projects. These costs should not be

Those of us who work in the industry know the

sary for success has become a greater challenge

labor rates and equipment rates higher and more

included in your overhead or mark-up rate. When

metal building systems market is strong and stable,

than ever before. However, this is a golden opportu-

accurate. This strategy will pay off when performing

bidding projects, setup a standard template for

and we are encouraged to see sales and shipments

nity for us to become more engaged with colleges,

extra work at higher rates and signing contracts that

general conditions (or mobilization). As outlined

are growing. In addition, industrial, warehousing,

universities and technical schools, and to educate

under construction.

Job charge or overhead expense?
A common problem occurs when companies

limit mark-up allowed for additional items, change

above, include field costs in your general condi-

commercial and mixed-use markets are increas-

the next generation about metal building systems

don’t properly job charge field costs to their re-

orders and cost-plus work. Also as a general contrac-

tions project budget for every administrative cost

ing—stronghold markets for metal buildings. New

and the huge impact they will have on the built envi-

spective jobs. When you don’t setup separate job

tor, contract awards are often made based on fee and

including: project management, supervision,

markets are opening, especially around the energy

On the Flip Side

accounts for every job, you can’t go back to see

general conditions costs. A lower mark-up is easier to

vehicles for project manager and superintendent,

and oil shale boom sites in Texas, Minnesota, Kan-

While the economy has stabilized in the U.S., we

if you are bidding the right unit prices or know if

sell than lower field rates.

onsite temporary facilities and utilities, temporary

sas and the Dakotas. The U.S. economy appears to

still need greater growth in capital spending, wages

code decisions, but we need others to help the

protection, clean up, mobilization, testing, per-

have stabilized and is now slowly rising. We expect

and employment to enhance personal and corporate

groundswell grow. Codes and standards can be our

this trend to continue over the next few years.

spending, and build the economy. But we need to

ally with respect to leveling the playing field for all

be wary of the unknown. For example, we do not

forms of construction, but constant vigilance and

know what the impact will be of the Affordable

participation is required so that metal buildings are

Care Act and what it will mean for businesses and

treated fairly and appropriately.

you made money. Also, when all your equipment
is paid for out of your overhead budget, you don’t

Overhead must include your annual costs for
management and administrative expenses; salaries

mits, meters, engineering, liability insurance and

know if owning equipment makes you any money

and burden/fringes for the president (not profit distri-

performance bond.

either. And even worse, when field employees

bution), management team, office staff, sales, esti-

Setup your finances the same way you bid,

are not charged to individual jobs, you never know

mating and accounting; office and shop expenses, of-

estimate and build projects and your accounting will

what it really takes to build a project or if you’re

fice supplies, computers, internet and office phones;

start to make sense to you. When you co-mingle

vehicles for officers and management personnel;

your costs, it’s impossible to know when or if you’re

making a profit.
When you bid work, your field labor rates in-

marketing, sales and advertising; personal develop-

making money. Keep it simple. Your job costs and

clude employee burden costs, taxes and insurance.

ment, associations and training; interest and banking;

annual overhead budget must match how you do

For example, a worker who earns $20 per hour with

professional services, legal, CPA and business coach-

business for you to understand your costs.

a 50 percent burden expense is bid out at $30 per

ing; service, closed job and warranty work; contribu-

hour. When all burden costs are paid as part of your

tions, miscellaneous, taxes and depreciation.

overhead costs, your job cost accounting doesn’t
give you a clear picture of how well your job did

Overhead also must include business insur-

George Hedley is a licensed professional business

Keys to the future of the metal
building systems industry:

•
•
•
•

Leverage our technical capabilities
Elevate the industry’s perception
Advance sustainability
Stimulate innovation

coach, popular professional speaker and author of
There are also good things going on for the

ance to keep your company operating (but not

“Get Your Business to Work!” available at his on-

upon completion. The same is true with your field

liability insurance to build or run jobs); administrative

line bookstore. He works with contractors to build

metal building market in the general economy.

equipment. Even though you may bid out equip-

employees. We also have to be mindful of the cost

ronment in the decades ahead.
• MBMA is spearheading efforts to influence

of borrowing capital, which will increase over the

Educate, Innovate and Elevate

next few years. In much of the rest of the world,

We, as an industry, must stand united to educate,

economic recoveries have been sluggish, and 2014

innovate and elevate the perception of metal build-

is still a recovery year in Europe. While international

ings so we can effectively achieve new measures of

issues are not generally a concern for U.S. metal

growth and success. It will take the combined effort

building systems manufacturers, they are a concern

to deliver the caliber of leadership and action that will

to our customers who do business globally. The

drive the results we need to position the industry

effects of other countries’ economies may well

for greater market share. It is up to us to take our

influence their building decisions here at home.

industry to new heights and experience unprecedent-

employee labor burden and taxes, worker compen-

profitable growing companies. To request your free

Interest rates are low and should stay that way for

ment at fair market rates, company owners often

sation insurance, health insurance and fringes for

copy of “Profit 101 For Contractors,” sign up for his

the next year or two; inflation is benign; borrowing

Planning Ahead for Future Success

don’t know what their equipment really costs to

ed achievement. We can do it; but we must work
together. Contact MBMA at mbma@mbma.com,

management and office staff only who do not work

free monthly e-newsletter, hire Hedley to speak,

is getting easier; the capital goods market is strong;

There are some issues that might make the metal

and get active in making a difference! The future can

own. And to make matters worse, some contractors

on jobs under construction; field employee labor and

be part of his ongoing BIZCOACH program, or take

firms are expanding their capacity to meet demand;

building industry appear vulnerable, but those threats

be strong, but only if we work decisively together to

don’t charge jobs for the use of their equipment,

make it happen. Our future is what we make it.

their burden costs when not working on jobs under

a class at Hardhat BIZSCHOOL online university,

and the stock market is near a record high. Com-

can actually become opportunities. Here are five key

which makes it impossible to know if you are really

construction during slow times or downtime; and

visit www.hardhatpresentations.com or email

bined, we believe all of these factors will contribute

issues that every firm in the metal building systems

making or losing money on projects.

field vehicles and field equipment expenses, gas

gh@hardhatpresentations.com.

to a steady pace of growth through 2017.

industry must consider as we think about the future:
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• Other materials and forms of construction are

Manufacturers Association. For more information,

The metal building industry is leveraging this
and increasing market share.
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focusing on technical advancements in framing and
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